United States Air Force Partners with
UniverseIT and Classe365
SUGARLAND, Texas, Dec. 3, 2019 (SEND2PRESS NEWSWIRE) –- UniverseIT is excited
to announce a new partnership with the United States Air Force (USAF) which
encompasses serving three training schools – the Air Ground Operations School
(AGOS); Weapons School (USAFWS); and Advanced Maintenance and Munitions
Operations School (AMMOS).

This partnership will provide solutions to current problems with data
acquisition and management, prerequisite tracking and elimination of physical
media for all three USAF school locations. Work began to implement the
solution on November 4.
UniverseIT conducted an in-depth discovery process of the three schools to
determine needs and to look for synergies and commonalities in order to
consolidate and streamline work as needed. This resulted in several
customizations Classe365 is doing for the USAF based on their specific needs.
Joe Eldridge, president and CEO, UniverseIT says, “This partnership will
provide improved administration processes and procedures and more efficient
workflow for its students and school administration; Classe365 allows us to

customize it based on the needs to school. We can accommodate most
scenarios.”
Many of the schools lack a strong central single source of truth for any
given data point, instead relying on not only the military databases they
have access to, but also more than one Excel spreadsheet containing copies of
the same data.
UniverseIT is an authorized reseller and implementer of Classe365. It will go
a long way towards establishing a master record for each data point while
allowing other solutions to inherit that data via integration, rather than
keeping its own independent copy.
Classe365, a student information system that comes with a learning management
system and more, will allow document tracking features to be implemented for
each applicant as well as giving them an electronic test and recording their
score electronically. This will, in turn, allow the schools to ensure they
have applicants moving through the process efficiently while being aware of
what is and is not complete.
In addition, the schools don’t currently have a standard way to distribute
course content online. Many students who appear for the programs are provided
physical DVDs and notebooks with course content. When coupled with tracking
challenges, efficiency is lacking and both time and materials are being
wasted. Classe365 and SharePoint online will allow for archiving and
presentation of the course content online to each student so that no hard
copies will be needed.
UniverseIT is also providing custom work and development to automate test and
quiz generation from customizable question banks.

About UniverseIT:
UniverseIT provides IT solutions for small to medium-sized business and
educational institutions of all sizes and types. Its philosophy is to provide
simple, honest, and empowering IT solutions to launch an enterprise into
success. UniverseIT is a Microsoft Partner as well as the premier Classe365
Partner in the United States.
Joe Eldridge, a 19-year Microsoft veteran, directed numerous organizations at
Microsoft before founding UniverseIT. He has many Microsoft certifications
and has always worked on commercial software, while leading numerous large
projects to success.
Leading this implementation is Erica Weldon, vice president and COO. Her
ability to break down a problem and solve it in the most efficient manner is
second to none.
For more information: https://www.universeit.com/
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